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INTRODUCTION

Nova Scotia’s post-secondary

ing a home, starting a family,

consultations

education system, suffering

or pursuing entrepreneurship.

the Government of Nova Scotia

from million of dollars in pub-

This is not a model of post-sec-

last year. By following our plan,

lic funding cuts and an ever-in-

ondary education that best

Nova Scotia can reduce youth

creasing reliance on tuition

serves students or Nova Scotia

out migration, combat poverty,

fees, is heading in the wrong di-

as a whole.

grow provincial revenue, and

rection. It has never been more
expensive to pursue a post-secondary education in Nova Scotia. Many Nova Scotians will
now simply choose not to go,
despite 70% of jobs being created in our economy requiring at
least some post-secondary education. Research shows these
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There is a better
path forward, and
it’s not too late for
the Nova Scotia
Government to
pursue it.

conducted

by

stimulate things like entrepreneurship.
The Government of Nova
Scotia should welcome the opportunity to reverse course on
some of their decisions made
over the past two years, before
they do permanent damage to
the system. First and foremost

lost degree earners are most

There is a better path for-

the policy of tuition fee deregu-

likely to be from a low-income

ward, and it’s not too late for

lation, or as its also been called,

or marginalised family, further

the Nova Scotia government

tuition fee market adjustments,

entrenching poverty and mar-

to pursue it. In this document,

must be addressed.

ginalisation in these commu-

students lay out their plan on

The results of deregulating

nities. Those who do pursue

how to build a publicly fund-

tuition fees have already de-

a degree will graduate with

ed, accessible, and high quality

viated from the government’s

historically high debt loads, ei-

post-secondary education sys-

initial projections. When the

ther forcing them to leave Nova

tem. It fulfills both the wishes

government announced that

Scotia to look for better paying

of students, but also aligns with

institutions would have a one-

work elsewhere, or delaying

the desires of the Nova Scotia

time opportunity to deregulate

personal life decisions like buy-

public, as outlined in public

fees for a non-defined period of
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TUITION FEES IN 2018-19 UNDER
ANNOUNCED RESETS COMPARED
TO NOVA SCOTIA UNDERGRADUATE
AVERAGE CAPPED ($7449)
$8,739

NSCAD

Bachelor of
Fine Arts

$8,739

SMU

Sobey’s
School of
Business

$8,653

UKC

Foundation
Year
Program

$8,235

SMU

Bachelor
of Science

$7,838
CBU

Undergrad

$7,669
SMU
Bachelor
of Arts

time, they claimed that it was

exceeds $7500 by 2018-19. In the

still wanting, and recent com-

an opportunity for institutions

most extreme case, NSCAD Uni-

munication with the depart-

with tuition fees below the pro-

versity will go from having the

ment indicates such a review

vincial average to catch up. Sim-

lowest tuition fees in Nova Sco-

may not even take place at all.

ply put, if under the 3% tuition

tia to the highest, and exceed the

The tuition fee free-for-all needs

fee cap a university’s tuition

government’s target by $1300.

to be reigned in, and a concrete

fees were not projected to reach

The Department of Labour and

plan put in place to reduce tui-

$7500 by the 2018-19 academ-

Advanced Education had com-

tion fees, restore public funding,

ic year, the reset could be used

mitted to introducing a review

and set Nova Scotia’s post-sec-

as a top-up to increase tuition

process for reset proposals to

ondary education system on the

fees beyond the cap. However,

stop such examples of blatant

right path.

every single tuition fee reset an-

cash grabs from moving for-

nounced by a university so far

ward, but details of this plan are
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WHAT DO NOVA
SCOTIANS THINK?
Last winter, Communications Nova Scotia and the Department of Labour and Advanced Education
consulted Nova Scotians on what they envisioned for the future of post-secondary education in Nova
Scotia.

TUITION FEES
Nova Scotians outright rejected the government’s current policy of tuition fee deregulation. Instead,
they overwhelming supported reducing tuition fees, even if it meant paying higher taxes. Nova Scotians also supported introducing, with external supports like a national Post-Secondary Education Act,
free post-secondary education in Nova Scotia.

66% of Nova Scotians believe that student debt is too high in
Nova Scotia

Only 7% of Nova Scotians support increasing tuition fees,
but

91% of Nova Scotians do not support tuition fee deregulation,
and 89% disagree that any fees should be permitted to increase

87% of Nova Scotians do not agree that universities have an
independent right to decide fee levels

60% of Nova Scotians would be willing to pay higher taxes if it
meant reducing tuition fees.
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DO YOU SUPPORT A FREE UNIVERSITY
EDUCATION FOR ALL WHO WANT TO
ATTEND:

25%

NEITHER
SUPPORT
OR OPPOSE

43%

SUPPORT

32%
OPPOSE
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STUDENT ASSISTANCE
Nova Scotians support making improvements to student assistance programs in Nova Scotia, but believe that the impact of these programs will be negligible unless fees can be brought under control.
They also oppose restricting program availability to Nova Scotian students studying outside of Nova
Scotia.

70% of Nova Scotians believe the

Nova Scotia Student Bursary is an
ineffective way to reduce student
debt because the amount is too small
compared to tuition fee levels.

59% believe the most effective way to
reduce student debt is to reduce tuition
fees.

Only 38% of Nova Scotians

supported restricting access to Nova
Scotia Student Assistance programs
to Nova Scotians studying outside of
province.
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FUNDING
Nova Scotians want to see public funding remain stable or be increased. Not surprisingly, they also
want to see greater accountability in the form of controls around administrator pay. Nova Scotians do
not support making cuts to faculty or staff positions as a way to cut operating costs at our universities.

70%

OF NOVA SCOTIANS
SUPPORT CURRENT
FUNDING LEVELS

33%

WANT TO SEE
FUNDING LEVELS
INCREASED

57% of Nova Scotians want to see cuts to administrative
spending, compared to just 31% who supported cutting
labour costs
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PURPOSE OF A
POST-SECONDARY
EDUCATION
While Nova Scotians are open to the idea of expanding partnerships with the private sector to increase
research funding and experiential learning opportunities, they do not believe these partnerships
should derail universities and colleges primary role of providing a strong education.

37%

PREPARE
STUDENTS
FOR JOBS

WHAT IS THE
PRIMARY
ROLE OF
UNIVERSITIES?

63%

PROVIDE A
STRONG
EDUCATION
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SUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATIONS

WORKING TOWARDS CONSENT CULTURE:
PROGRAM DEPENDENT

àà Develop and resource education, training and support services at our institutions
àà Bring forward legislation to mandate all post-secondary institutions have stand-alone
sexual assault policies that are developed – and renewed every 4 years – through a student
driven process
àà Create a Sexual Assault Support division within the Government of Nova Scotia and
establish a long-term Sexual Assault Support Resource Fund available to students, campus
groups, universities and Nova Scotia Community College
àà Require universities and colleges to report publicly on incidences of sexual violence, as well
as initiatives underway to address sexual violence and harassment and their effectiveness

FEES AND STUDENT DEBT:
$48 MILLION
àà Reduce tuition fees to 2011 levels
àà Freeze ancillary, auxiliary, professional and international student fees
àà Convert student loans to grants

FUNDING AND ACCOUNTABILITY:
$30 MILLION
àà Restore the university operating grant to 2011 levels
àà Make university financial reporting available to the public
àà Repeal the Universities Accountability and Transparency Act
àà Review provincial legislation to increase student, faculty and staff representation at
university governance body
àà Review provincial legislation to make university board meetings open to the public

FAIRNESS FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS:
$500,000
àà Provide Medical Services Insurance coverage to international students upon their
arrival in Nova Scotia
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WORKING TOWARDS
CONSENT CULTURE
DEVELOP AND RESOURCE
EDUCATION, TRAINING
AND SERVICES AT
POST-SECONDARY
INSTITUTIONS

10

Creating an accessible post-sec-

lence on campus and that in-

constitutes sexual assault. The

ondary education system must

cludes the additional supports

start of the school year is a piv-

start by ensuring students feel

of the Nova Scotia government.

otal time to ensure we are edu-

safe on their campus. Sexual-

Universities and colleges are in

cating students about consent.

ized and gender-based violence

a unique position to tackle sex-

Mandatory consent training

is an issue that pervades our

ualized violence in the campus

is necessary for all incoming

campuses, creates barriers for

community.

students to ensure that we are

students being able to access

The reality is that many on

doing everything we can to pre-

the classroom, and demands

campus sexual assaults occur

vent incidences of sexual vio-

direct attention. Universities

during the first eight weeks of

lence on campus.

and colleges are in a unique po-

classes. Students starting col-

Much of the data collected

sition to tackle sexualized vio-

lege or university in Nova Sco-

over the last thirty years es-

lence in the campus communi-

tia may be unaware of concepts

tablishes that there are severe

ty. We all have a responsibility

such as consent and/or lack an

short and long term impacts

to work to end sexualized vio-

accurate definition of what

associated

with

sexualized
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1 IN 5 WOMEN STUDYING IN NORTH
AMERICAN POST-SECONDARY
INSTITUTIONS IS SEXUALLY ASSAULTED
violence. These impacts are

ondary education system is un-

compounded when secondary

derfunded, and when universi-

wounding occurs due to lack

ty administrators are looking

develop

of competent care when some-

to make cuts, women & gender

tative education, well-funded

one who has experienced sexu-

centres, counselling services,

and varied support resources,

al assault attempts to get help.

and other frontline supports

and mandatory accountabil-

Students, staff and faculty at

are often targeted. These ser-

ity measures. These actions

our universities and colleges

vices are core to our campuses

are the most effective way to

need to have access to training

and not ancillary. The support

combat sexual assault on cam-

to help mitigate this harm, and

that students need will look

pus. These resources must not

ensure that people are getting

different for each institution;

replace current resources al-

the care they need. Survivors

institutions need to empower

located to support services on

should have around the clock

students to make the choices

campus. Instead, we must cre-

access to support services.

about what services are best

ate more robust and complete

suited for the needs of their

systems of support.

The Nova Scotia post-sec-

campus.
Action must be taken to
mandatory

preven-
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POLICY REVIEW AND
DEVELOPMENT
Students are on the front lines

how to navigate support ser-

sexist, misogynist, and violent

of combatting sexualized and

vices and use the policies and

behaviour remained confiden-

gender-based violence on cam-

procedures that should be de-

tial. Policies like these achieve

pus. Sadly, and despite pres-

signed to help them.

the exact opposite of provid-

sure from students, college and

Sexual assault policies are

ing a student who has experi-

university administrators have

what hold institutions account-

enced sexualized harassment

resisted supporting our work.

able when a student submits a

or violence with support and

When

complaint

sexualized

justice. Instead, this approach

sexualized violence and ha-

violence. This past year, the

discourages students who have

rassment on campus, they are

public saw how profoundly

experienced

often unable to access the sup-

lacking these policies are in the

harassment, and violence from

port services they need from

case of the Dalhousie Faculty

coming forward.

the institution. This is due to

of Dentistry. In this case, the

These policies vary from

the fact that there are few poli-

policies favoured the perpetra-

campus to campus and must be

cies in place, or if they exist, the

tor instead of supporting those

developed to address the unique

policies in place are difficult to

experiencing

There

context at each post-secondary

access and hard to navigate.

was no arms-length process

institution. Students need well

When speaking to incom-

in place, and students were

thought out, survivor-centered

ing students about consent, we

forced to reveal their identi-

policies, that are developed

also need to talk about what to

ty if they wanted to make any

with students at the forefront

do if consent is not respected.

sort of formal complaint. At the

of the process.

It is integral that we effectively

same time, the identity of the

and clearly explain to students

students who participated in

12

students

experience

about

harm.

discrimination,
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THE MAJORITY OF SEXUAL ASSAULTS ON
CAMPUS GO UNREPORTED

GOVERNMENT OVERSIGHT
AND DATA COLLECTION
Students have little to no

assault would draw unwant-

sure university and college

faith that university or col-

ed attention to the fact that it

administrators are held ac-

lege

will

happens on campus. In oth-

countable and prioritize the

properly handle incidences

er instances, students have

safety of students.

of sexualized violence on

been told they were over re-

campus, and for good rea-

acting. This is not an accept-

ment must establish over-

son. At some universities, for

able response. Students and

sight

example, students have been

the Nova Scotia government

mechanisms when it comes

told that talking about sexual

should work together to en-

to sexual assault in the

administrations

The

provincial
and

govern-

accountability
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post-secondary education sec-

dents that has been neglected

interested in brushing inci-

tor. Universities and colleges

by postsecondary education

dences of sexual assault under

are expected to respond to

institutions.

the rug to preserve their repu-

complaints of sexual assault,

We know that incidents of

tation, which further ignores

and when they don’t, students

sexual violence are under-re-

the realities of sexual assault

often have nowhere to turn for

ported in our province and on

on our campuses and in our

reassurance that their safety

our campuses. Available data

communities. If we want to

will be maintained in the class-

indicates approximately 9 in

make real progress in ending

room, on campus, and in res-

10 incidents (88%) of sexual as-

sexualized violence, we need to

idence. The government can

saults are not reported to the

know what’s really happening

show leadership and provide

police. College and university

on campus and how institu-

a crucial support role for stu-

administrators are often more

tions are responding.

RECOMMENDATIONS
àà Develop and resource education, training and support services at our institutions
àà Bring forward legislation to mandate all post-secondary institutions have stand-alone sexual
assault policies that are developed—and renewed every 4 years—through a student driven
process
àà Create a Sexual Assault Support division within the Government of Nova Scotia and establish
a long-term Sexual Assault Support Resource Fund available to students, campus groups,
universities and the Nova Scotia Community College
àà Require universities and colleges to report publicly on incidences of sexual violence, as well as
initiatives underway to address sexual violence and harassment and their effectiveness
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FEES AND STUDENT
DEBT
STUDENT ASSISTANCE
Students are best served by

program to cover the entire

a low income familty are the

student assistance programs

amount of the provincial stu-

most likely to take longer than

that provide adequate levels of

dent loan, thereby eliminating

4 years to complete their de-

financial support to students

provincial student loan debt.

gree, or not complete at all, the

who need it the most, when

Despite the overwhelming

Loan Forgiveness program fails

they need it most, are easy for

evidence supporting a grants

to provide support to those

students and their families to

based approach to student

students who need it most. A

access and understand, and

assistance,

Government

2010 report from the Mari-

combat the long term impacts

of Nova Scotia has adopted a

time Provinces Higher Educa-

of rising student debt levels in

piecemeal approach to assis-

tion Commission shows that

Nova Scotia. The Nova Scotia

tance programs. This approach

students from the Maritimes

Student Grants program, in-

fails to support the students

region are those most likely

troduced in 2008, exemplifies

who need assistance the most.

to extend their study beyond

the

such a program. The program

Students are currently pro-

four years. Students may need

provides 40% of a student’s

vided some debt relief through

to extend their degree because

provincial student loan as a

the Loan Forgiveness program,

of family or work obligations,

non-repayable grant. The stu-

a trimmed down version of the

program changes, or even ad-

dent receives the assistance on

Student Debt Cap program.

ministrative issues within their

a yearly basis, at the beginning

However, the program does

program. The government of

of their term, with the amount

not cover students studying

Nova Scotia should eliminate

being pegged to their need as-

outside Nova Scotia, students

the Loan Forgiveness program,

sessment from their student

beyond their first four years

and use this funding to offset

loan calculation.

of study, and provides no cov-

the cost of a 100% grants based

The best way to strength-

erage if the student does not

student assistance program in

en student assistance in Nova

complete their degree. Con-

Nova Scotia.

Scotia is to increase the grants

sidering that students from

15
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HOW TO FUND A 100% GRANTS BASED
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM IN
NOVA SCOTIA

$12

MILLION

NEW FUNDING

MILLION

$8

MILLION

MONEY CURRENTLY
SPENT ON LOAN
FORGIVENESS
PROGRAM

$21

MONEY
CURRENTLY
SPENT ON
GRANTS
PROGRAM

$9.2

MILLION

MONEY CURRENTLY
SPENT ON STUDENT
LOAN PROGRAM
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TUITION FEES
Tuition fees in Nova Scotia are

cent of those who do work say

increased at a rate of 230 per

the third highest in Canada,

that it undermines their ability

cent. In comparison, fees for

at $6817 for the 2015-16 year,

to effectively focus on pursu-

dentistry have increased by

compared to the national aver-

ing their degree. A 2013 BMO

790 per cent.

age of $6191. This figure marks

survey also found that the fi-

A study conducted by Statis-

a 5.2% increase since 2014-15,

nancial pressure of pursuing a

tics Canada in 2005 investigat-

compared to a 3.2% increase

post-secondary education puts

ing the impact of deregulated

nationally, a rate 4 times that

more stress on students than

professional fees in Ontario

of inflation. 2015-16 was the

achieving academic success in

found that the lack of regula-

first year since 2007 where uni-

the degree itself. Reducing tui-

tion altered the socio-economic

versities could set whatever tu-

tion fees will allow students to

background of students away

ition fee amount they wanted.

focus on pursuing their degree,

from low income Ontarians.

thusimproving the quality of

Considering the incredibly in-

their education.

fluential role lawyers and doc-

Rising tuition fees, and the
prospect of student debt, has
a detrimental impact on who
chooses to attend a post-secondary
done

by

institution.
the

Nova

Polling
Scotia

Post-Secondary Education Coalition in 2013 found that 1 in
3 Nova Scotians either would
not, or knew someone who
would not, apply to attend a
post-secondary institution because it would mean incurring
too much debt.

Tuition fees in
Nova Scotia are
more than double
those of our
Atlantic neighbour
Newfoundland and
Labrador.
Students pursuing profes-

tors play in our society, it is critical that this trend be reversed,
and that Nova Scotians, no
matter the financial situation
they have been born into, are
free to pursue these programs.
International students face
many of the same problems
that professional students do
with skyrocketing fee costs.
Because there are no rules to

sional programs continue to

regulate

For those able to afford a post

face the most outrageous fee

differential fees are spent, uni-

secondary education in Nova

increases in Nova Scotia. The

versities have become reliant

Scotia, the challenges continue.

fees for these programs are

on exploiting these students to

Polling by the Canadian Feder-

entirely deregulated and have

make up for provincial under-

ation of Students shows that an

increased much more quick-

funding.

increasing number of students

ly than other fees. Since 1990,

are forced to work part-time

average

during their studies, and 75 per

tion fees in Nova Scotia have

undergraduate

tui-

how

international

Tuition fees in Nova Scotia
are more than double those
of

our

Atlantic

neighbour
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$7000

TUITION FEES SINCE 1995 VS. INFLATION
N

O
ITI

17

,8
$6

ES

FE

AMOUNT

TU

$5,130
97

,5
$3

TION

INFLA

$0

$3,597

1995

2015

YEAR

2016

Newfoundland and Labrador,

els of student-debt. High levels

best interest of our province

which has led to an increase of

of student-debt are a drag on

to saddle our university and

over 1000 per cent in the num-

economic growth as indebted

college students with debt. At a

ber of students leaving Nova

graduates have less available

time where the province needs

Scotia to study in that prov-

funds with which to begin their

to encourage our graduates to

ince. Of course, outmigration

lives. Coupled with the fact that

buy a home, start a family, and

is only one of the problems

recent graduates face incredi-

pursue entrepreneurship, high

associated with high tuition

bly tight labour markets upon

student debt discourages all

fees and the resulting high-lev-

graduation, it is against the

these things.

RECOMMENDATIONS
àà Reduce tuition fees to 2011 levels - $36 million
àà Freeze ancillary, auxiliary, professional and international student fees – no cost
àà Convert student loans to grants - $12 million
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FUNDING AND
ACCOUNTABILITY
FUNDING
While universities provide sig-

per cent of total provincial ex-

education are more likely to be

nificant economic benefits to

penditure in 2013, down from

civically engaged, will be more

Nova Scotia, over the past two

20 per cent in 2002. Nova Sco-

aware of sustainable practices,

decades, severe cuts to public

tia should take advantage of

less dependent on the public

funding for universities and

its current financial situation

healthcare system, and more

colleges have shifted the bur-

to invest in programs that will

efficient at finding work in the

den of paying for education

guarantee future prosperity.

labour force.

away from governments and

Speaking in purely financial

Speaking in purely
financial terms, the
province earns its
investment in postsecondary education
back.

terms, the province earns its

ince’s ability to manage debt,

Justifications for funding

offset public costs in 12.6 years.

has fallen from 48.7 per cent in

cuts consistently undervalue

An economic impact study

2000 to 36.7 per cent in 2014.

the societal benefits of increas-

conducted by the Association

Moreover, the cost of the prov-

ing the number of individuals

of Atlantic Universities in 2010

ince’s debt has contracted sig-

pursuing a post-secondary ed-

found that the post-secondary

nificantly, with debt servicing

ucation. Citizens who attain

education system in Nova Sco-

charges accounting for only 8.7

at least some post-secondary

tia had a major impact on the

onto individual students and
their families through a flat
tax: tuition fees.
This shift has taken place
despite Nova Scotia’s improving financial situation. Nova’s
Scotia’s debt-to-GDP ratio, the
best way to measure the prov-

investment in post-secondary
education back. In a report released by the Canadian Centre
for Policy Alternatives in 2013,
it was observed that Nova Scotia’s income tax gain from a
post-secondary degree holder

19
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SHIFT IN FUNDING BETWEEN
1990 AND 2012
33%

41%

TUITION
FEES

TUITION
FEES

1990

2012

60%

PUBLIC
FUNDING

49%

PUBLIC
FUNDING

provincial GDP and employ-

$220 million in income tax

and indirect jobs. It is estimat-

ment levels. The report found

revenues from those employed

ed that for each job created by

that

by universities.

Universities

the university, another job is

$1.12 billion to Nova Scotia’s

account for over 18, 500 jobs,

created somewhere else in the

economy. The provincial and

which includes people direct-

economy.

federal governments collect

ly employed by the university

universities

contribute

ACCOUNTABILITY

20

While it is essential for the

Government of Nova Scotia

While the government has

purposes of academic free-

is introducing standardised

been hesitant to hold senior

dom that universities retain

public financial reporting at

university administrators to

independence from govern-

universities in the province.

account, they have been more

ment interference, they are

Now the government must

than happy to trample on the

public institutions and must

ensure it follows through on

academic independence of

provide evidence that they

this commitment, and releas-

post-secondary

are well managed. Students

es the full figures to the public

in Nova Scotia. Last April,

were pleased to hear that the

at regular annual intervals.

the government introduced

institutions
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the Universities Accountabili-

islation drafted in close consul-

culture of unaccountability by

ty and Sustainability Act. This

tation with stakeholders.

introducing legislation ensur-

legislation grants the Minis-

Any meaningful effort to

ing all that all university board

ter of Labour and Advanced

improve accountability in the

of governance meetings are

Education sweeping powers

post-secondary education sys-

open to the public, as at some

to withhold public funding,

tem will move beyond dealing

institutions they already are.

restructure institutions, and

with symptoms, and move di-

The government can strength-

suppress the labour rights of

rectly to challenge the root of

en

faculty and staff at universi-

the issue. Senior university

structures by amending the

ties in Nova Scotia. While the

administrators work in unpar-

university acts to increase rep-

government has promised not

ralled spaces of unaccountabil-

resentation of elected student,

to abuse the powers it granted

ity. Internal university gover-

faculty and staff reps at univer-

itself in this legislation, a good

nance bodies are filled with

sity boards of governance. Such

law would have been designed

individuals appointed or hired

legislation should be drafted in

to prevent the abuse from be-

by senior administrators, and

close consultation with stake-

ing possible in the first place.

consistently fail to challenge

holders such as faculty, student

This law should be repealed,

internal mismanagement. The

and staff unions.

and actual accountability leg-

government can combat the

internal

accountability

RECOMMENDATIONS
àà Restore the university operating grant to 2011 levels - $30 million
àà Make university financial reporting available to the public
àà Repeal the Universities Accountability and Transparency Act
àà Review provincial legislation to increase student, faculty and staff representation at university
governance body
àà Review provincial legislation to standardise public access to university board meetings
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FAIRNESS FOR
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
In recent years, universities

play a significant role in the

health care upon arrival in

and colleges have strategized to

provincial economy through

Nova Scotia. At this time, inter-

attract more international stu-

paying tuition fees, spending

national students are eligible

dents to Nova Scotia. The push

on basic living expenses, and

for Medical Services Insurance

to attract more international

consumer spending; an invest-

(MSI) coverage once they have

students reflects the need to

ment of approximately $231

studied in Nova Scotia for 13

build an educated, prosperous

million per year.

months, without spending 31

and skilled society. Between
2011 and 2016, immigration is
estimated to account for 100
per cent of the net labour force
growth in the country.
International students are
an integral part of college and
university campuses in Nova
Scotia. In 2013, international
student enrolments grew by 10

consecutive days outside the

We need only
look to other
provinces for models
of international
student integration
into public health
insurance.
significant

they are forced to invest in private health coverage through
their institution or students’
union. This policy can prove to
be expensive for students who
are already struggling to pay
international student fees, and
can prevent students from vis-

per cent from the year before,

Despite

and have increased over 240

contributions,

per cent since 2003. Interna-

students are faced with vari-

We need only look to other

tional students make our insti-

ous challenges when it comes

provinces for models of inter-

tutions more diverse and make

to accessing to post-second-

national student integration

valuable contributions to the

ary education, one of which

into public health insurance

academic community. They

is being able to access public

that we can emulate or adapt
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these

province. In the meantime,

international

iting their families for fear of
losing health coverage.
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to Nova Scotia. Both the Brit-

duration of an international

international students to con-

ish Columbia Medical Services

student’s studies in Canada.

tinue to live and invest in Nova

Plan and Manitoba Health

The cost of administering

Scotia after they’ve completed

do not charge any premiums

health coverage to internation-

their studies, Nova Scotia must

for

students

al students upon arrival is less

provide a supportive, welcom-

to be part of their provincial

than $500,000 a year, a small

ing environment.

health plan but do require a

price to pay for supporting

six-month waiting period and

such an important and grow-

health cards are issued for the

ing population. In order for

international

RECOMMENDATION
àà Cover international students under medical services insurance upon their arrival in Nova
Scotia - $500,000
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A NATIONAL VISION
FOR POST-SECONDARY
EDUCATION
While the provincial govern-

eral level. The Government of

the

post-secondary

student

ment can afford the recom-

Nova Scotia should lobby the

support program. The long-

mendations contained within

federal government to create

term goal of the Post-Second-

this document, students’ vi-

dedicated federal transfers for

ary Education act should be

sion of a universally accessible

post-secondary education in

the elimination of tuition fees

model of post-secondary edu-

Canada, a national Post-Sec-

in Canada.

cation will require cooperation

ondary Education Act, and a

at both the provincial and fed-

full restoration of funding to

POST-SECONDARY
EDUCATION ACT
Post-secondary education is a

part determined by the role the

tionally, similar to the health

provincial responsibility, but

federal government decides to

care system, university and

since the 1940’s, the federal

play.

college-related costs increase

government has played a major

Since the cuts to federal

at a much higher rate than the

role in providing funding to the

transfer payments in the 1990s,

standard consumer price in-

provincial governments, run-

the quality of post-secondary

dex. Over the previous eighteen

ning the national student loans

education has declined. Cash

years there has been, on aver-

and grants program, and grant-

transfer payments for post-sec-

age, an annual post-secondary

ing the majority of research

ondary education are roughly

education-related

funding. The quality and ac-

$1.3 billion short of 1992 levels

of three per cent, per year, or

cessibility of post-secondary

when accounting for inflation

about $1.7 billion over that peri-

education across Canada is in

and population growth. Addi-

od. When compared to current
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inflation
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TUITION FEES ACROSS CANADA

AB
$5738

NB
$6353

NS
$6817

MB
$3930

SK
$6885

ON
$7868

QC
$2799

BC
$5305
PE
$6119

NL
$2660

federal funding levels, there is

with provincial bursary pro-

from outside of Nova Scotia,

a funding gap of approximate-

grams, students in Nova Scotia

redirecting

ly $2.3 billion.

pay fees more than twice those

transfers would bring millions

One need only look at the

of students in Newfoundland

of additional dollars into our

disparity of tuition fee levels

and Labrador, and graduate

province. The creation of a

across Canada to realize that a

with amongst the highest debt

post-secondary education act

lack of Federal engagement on

loads in Canada. As a province

is an opportunity Nova Scotia

this issue has put our province

that attracts roughly half of its

cannot afford to miss.

at a major disadvantage. Even

post-secondary student body

and

increasing
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POST-SECONDARY STUDENT
SUPPORT PROGRAM
Aboriginal people represent

to remove the prohibitive cap

Between the years of 2001

Canada’s fast growing demo-

on funding increases to the

and 2011, the Aboriginal popu-

graphic, with the Aboriginal

PSSSP, but unfortunately Ab-

lation in Nova Scotia doubled.

population

six

original students in Canada are

Nova Scotia is home to the fast-

times the rate of the non-Ab-

still missing the funding that is

est growing Aboriginal popula-

original population. Aborig-

their treaty right.

tion in Canada, and must take

growing

at

inal people are consistently

Providing adequate funding

responsibility for this ever-de-

less educated than other Ca-

for the PSSSP fulfills Canada’s

veloping community. The re-

nadian

even

moral and treaty-mandated ob-

cently elected federal govern-

though funding through the

ligations, and would lead to di-

ment has committed to lifting

Post-Secondary Student Sup-

rect economic benefits for Can-

the cap, but not to restoring lost

port Program (PSSSP) should

ada. The Centre for the Study

funding. They can be pushed to

ensure access to college and

of Living Standards found that

do better. By joining students

university. The 2% funding cap

closing the educational gap be-

in lobbying the federal gov-

on the PSSSP prevents Aborig-

tween Aboriginal and non-Ab-

ernment to remove the cap on

inal students in Nova Scotia

original Canadians would lead

the PSSSP, Nova Scotia will be

from accessing public funding

to an additional $179 billion

setting an example for the rest

for post-secondary education.

in direct GDP growth and over

of the country in promoting a

Students have consistently lob-

$400 billion in total growth

more equitable future for all

bied the federal government

over the next 20 years.

Canadians.

demographics,

0

PERCENT 100%

ABORIGINAL POPULATION GROWTH BY
PROVINCE BETWEEN 2001 AND 2011

NS
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SUMMARY OF COSTING
àà Develop and resource education, training and support services at our
institutions
àà Bring forward legislation to mandate all post-secondary institutions
have stand-alone sexual assault policies that are developed – and
renewed every 4 years – through a student driven process
àà Create a Sexual Assault Support division within the Government of
Nova Scotia and establish a long-term Sexual Assault Support Resource
Fund available to students, campus groups, universities and Nova
Scotia Community College
àà Require universities and colleges to report publicly on incidences
of sexual violence, as well as initiatives underway to address sexual
violence and harassment and their effectiveness
àà Reduce tuition fees : $36 MILLION
àà Freeze ancillary, auxiliary, professional and international student fees
àà Convert student loans to grants: $12 MILLION
àà Restore the university operating grant to 2011 levels: $30 MILLION
àà Make university financial reporting available to the public
àà Repeal the Universities Accountability and Transparency Act
àà Review provincial legislation to increase student, faculty and staff
representation at university governance body
àà Review provincial legislation to make university board meetings open
to the public
àà Provide Medical Services Insurance coverage to international
students upon their arrival in Nova Scotia: $500,000
àà Total: $78.5 million
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